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Resumo:
pokerstars requisitos minimos : Bem-vindo ao mundo eletrizante de bags.wyqmg.com!
Registre-se agora e ganhe um bônus emocionante para começar a ganhar! 
contente:
ipped'para 41 mãos. Os 8 lhe a, 9"ou E 10d’S São removidodos; o Coringa permanece! Para
receber uma mão que cada jogador publica pokerstars requisitos minimos coleção quando
necessário”. As carta serão
distribuídas no sentido horário - começando à esquerda do botão da revendedor: Poke
cano / Parkwest Bicycles Casino thebikes : jogar). Um jogadores recebe duas partidas
mo No tradicional "ptutde cinco cartões), em pokerstars requisitos minimos  Que ele/ ela deve
expor Uma delas?
Open-face Chinese poker Standard Chinese poker hands Origin Finland Alternative names Open
Face Chinese, OFC, OFCP Players 2–4 Skills Tactics, strategy Cards 52 Deck French Rank
(highlow) A K Q J 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 Play Clockwise Playing time 5 -10 min. per round Chance
Medium to High Related games Chinese poker
Pai gow poker
Open-face Chinese poker, OFCP, commonly known as Open Face Chinese or OFC, is a variant of
Chinese poker where players receive five cards to start and then one card at a time until each
player has a 13 card hand legal or not. The game originated in Finland during the mid-2000s and
spread to Russia a few years later. Professional poker player Alex Kravchenko, who is credited
with introducing the game to the Russian high-stakes community, describes the game as
"spreading like a virus".[1] The game was introduced to the United States in 2012.[2]
In December 2014, TonyBet hosted the first-ever World Championship of OFC where Jennifer
Shahade won the High Roller and Mikal Blomlie won the Main Event.[3][4] On Monday, Dec. 7th,
2024, TonyBet Poker Ambassador Isabelle Mercier became the first Open-Face Chinese Poker
Progressive Pineapple world champion.[5]
Gameplay [ edit ]
Open-face Chinese poker is typically played as a two- to three-person game, though it can also be
played with four people. Each player must use thirteen cards consisting of 3 cards in the front
hand, 5 cards in the middle hand, and 5 cards in the back hand. Play is in clockwise order and
starts with the player left of the dealer. As in standard Chinese poker, the back hand must be
stronger than or equal to the middle hand and the middle hand must be stronger than or equal to
the front hand. The strength of the hand is determined by poker hand rankings. The middle and
back can make the best five-card poker hand while the front hand can only make the best three-
card hand. The best front hand is three aces. Straights, flushes, and straight flushes are not legal
front hands.[6]
Objective [ edit ]
The goal of the game is to achieve more units (also known as points) than your opponents by
winnings more hands also known as rows and/or by collecting royalties on premium hands without
fouling. See fouling for more details.
To win rows, your hand ranking must be higher than your opponents' in that same row, for
example:



Ivey Hellmuth Winner Front 6  6  4  A  K  Q  Ivey Middle 10  10  9  Q  8  9  9  5  5  4  Hellmuth
Back 3  3  3  2  2  K  J  9  8  7  Ivey
Ivey would win the front row and back row, but lose the middle row. See scoring for more details.
Fouling [ edit ]
Fouling also known as mis-setting is when an illegal hand is made and as a result, the hand is
forfeited. The back hand must be stronger than or equal to the middle and the front, the middle
must be stronger or equal to the front, otherwise, the hand is not legal and is considered fouled. In
this case the player who fouled loses six points (one point per line plus three-point scoop bonus)
per non-fouling player and each non-fouling player gains six points. Players who fouled can lose
additional units if players with legal hands achieved royalties. Opponents with legal hands gains
six points plus any royalties in their hands, but not the royalties in fouled hands. When a hand is
fouled the fouling players loses all royalties in their hands as well. If more than one player foul,
then the players who foul tie other players who foul and no points are gained or lost between
players with fouled hands. Unlike standard Chinese poker, players do not receive all thirteen cards
at once. Therefore, fouling plays a large factor, and strategies are devised to avoid it.[6]
Legal hand structure Row/Hand Strength of hand Front (3 cards) 3rd / Weakest hand Middle (5
cards) 2nd / Stronger Back (5 cards) 1st / Strongest
Dealing [ edit ]
Unlike standard Chinese poker where all thirteen cards are dealt at once, in open face Chinese
each player is dealt five cards in the beginning and then one card at a time until thirteen card
hands are made (8 deals after 5 cards are dealt). The cards are all set face up. The dealer deals
clockwise with the player to the left of the dealer acting first. In the beginning it is not necessary to
set cards in each row. Players can set all cards in three or fewer rows depending on their
preference. For example, if a player receives A 2 3 4 5 as the first five cards he or she can set
them all on the back or middle row if desired. Once a row has been completed (e.g. 3 cards in the
front or 5 cards in the middle or back) then another open row must be picked. Once a card has
been set it cannot be moved to a different row.
Fantasyland [ edit ]
Fantasyland is a special bonus awarded to players that make a hand that has a pair of queens
(QQx) or stronger in the front hand and does not foul. When fantasyland is achieved, the next
hand, the player receives all thirteen cards dealt at once while other players must play out the
hand as standard open face. Players in fantasyland set their hand face down when it is their turn
to act. Players can fantasyland repeatedly if they are able to make the required hand. If a player
makes fantasyland while already in fantasyland, he or she must declare it to all opponents.[6]
However, to remain in fantasyland while in fantasyland requires higher royalties, one or more of
the following conditions must be met:
Remain in Fantasyland Row/Hand Strength of hand Front (and/or) Any three of a kind Middle
(and/or) Full house or higher Back (and/or) Four of a kind or higher
More than one player can achieve fantasyland. Another way of stating how to stay in fantasyland
would be one must score a 10-point royalty or higher in any sub-hand.
Shooting the moon [ edit ]
If a player has J-high in the back hand and does not foul, he or she receives 20 units from all other
players. Shooting the moon is rarely found in open face Chinese poker games, and is generally
reserved for kitchen table home games.
Scoring [ edit ]
The stakes played for in Chinese poker are known as units or points: an amount of money agreed
on per unit before the game starts. Basic scoring rules dictate that a player collects one unit from
each opponent whose front, middle or back hand is beaten by his own corresponding hand. Thus,
unlike most poker games, being second-best at the table is good enough to win money. In some
variants players are also paid an additional unit if they win in two or three of the hands. In other
variants players only get an additional unit if they win all three hands (known as a scoop). Also,
due to the head-to-head nature of the comparisons, it is possible for different players to play for
different stakes. For example, A and B could play forR$10 per unit versus each other, while all



other player pairings play forR$1 per unit. Many variations of scoring are in common use; refer to
the external links for more information.
The most common scoring system used in Open-face Chinese poker is the 1–6 scoring method.
In the 1–6 method the players receives 1 unit for each hand they win, and 3 bonus units if they win
all three hands from a player known as a scoop. Players lose 1 unit for each hand they lose to
each player and lose 3 bonus units to each player who scoops them.
In the example above, Hellmuth would pay Ivey 4 units, as Hellmuth scored 5 units, while Ivey
scored 9. The difference is 4, and therefore Hellmuth would pay Ivey 4 units. Hellmuth received 5
units by scoring 1 unit for winning the middle hand, and 4 units for a flush royalty in the back. The
total becomes 5. Ivey scored 9 units by scoring 1 unit for the winning the top, 1 unit for a pair of 6
royalty up top, 1 unit for winning the bottom, and 6 units for a full house royalty on the bottom. The
total becomes 9.
Points are added to the winner and subtracted from the loser as the game progresses. If a game
has more than two players, players gain a point for each hand/row they win from each player and
lose a point for each hand/row they lose from each player. Royalty points are also scored based
on the number of players involved. For example, a player with a completed back hand flush in a
three player game would receive an 8-point bonus, 4 per player excluding royalties in any non-
fouled opponents' hands. If other players do not have royalties, they would lose 4 points each
otherwise, players would calculate the difference between the royalties achieve in their own legal
hands.
Royalties [ edit ]
Royalties, or bonuses as they are sometimes called, are extra units that may be awarded to
players with particularly strong hands. Hands that qualify for royalties in Open-face Chinese are
lower than that of standard Chinese poker as hands formed are generally weaker.
Open Face Chinese poker royalties[7] Front Units Middle Units Back Units 66 1 Three of a kind 2
Straight 2 77 2 Straight 4 Flush 4 88 3 Flush 8 Full house 6 99 4 Full house 12 Four of a kind 10
TT 5 Four of a kind 20 Straight flush 15 JJ 6 Straight flush 30 Royal flush 25 QQ 7 Royal flush 50
KK 8 AA 9 222 10 333 11 444 12 555 13 666 14 777 15 888 16 999 17 TTT 18 JJJ 19 QQQ 20
KKK 21 AAA 22
Other variations play with naturals and can be scored the same as standard Chinese poker or to
the players preference.
Like standard Chinese poker, in open face Chinese royalties cancel out. For example, if one
player has 7777x in the back and another has 6666x in the back, the player with 7777x would win
1 unit for the back hand/row but not the royalty units. Even if a player loses a hand/row he is
eligible for the royalties in the hand as long as it is not fouled.
Variations [ edit ]
Pineapple Open Face Chinese poker (POFC) For a maximum of three players. Each player is
dealt five cards to start. Instead of being dealt one at a time players are dealt three cards at a
time.[8] Players set two cards and discards one until 13 card hands are made. If a player achieves
fantasyland the player receives 14 cards and discard one. Traditional OFC rules apply to enter
fantasyland. Some players suggest AA+ as a minimum requirement. To remain in fantasyland
requires three of a kind on top and/or four of a kind or better on the bottom. Full house in the
middle does not qualify. Double deck open face Chinese poker In this variant two decks of cards
are shuffled together and both used in the game, allowing more people to play, Double deck
pineapple can also be played. Apart from this the games are played using the same rules as the
single deck games. Some players suggest a AA+ as a minimum requirement for fantasy land. By
using two decks it is possible to get 5 of a kind; some suggest giving this hand the same royalties
as the straight flush.
Live tournaments [ edit ]
PokerStars hosted a live OFC tournament in the 2013 PokerStars Caribbean Adventure.
OFC has never been featured at the World Series of Poker, only in the Carnivale of Poker. The
Carnivale of Poker is a smaller tournament series that had a brief run, organized by the WSOP.[9]
OFC is not common in live tournaments. This is mainly due to not being mainstream like other



variants of poker such as no-limit hold'em. However, other issues are caused by having 3 players
maximum per table, unlike other poker tournaments that can have 10 players per table, and the
number of dealers that would therefore be required. These factors make live tournaments
logistically difficult and unprofitable for operators.[10]
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Almost every time a
card game is played, there is always questioning and suspicion that floats around as to
whether the dealer is actually shuffling properly, but the Bold Poker app eliminates
those cheating suspicions by dealing for players. Connected via iPhones and tablets,
the Bold Poker app runs entirely electronically, aside from the betting part.
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Destaques
05/12/2023 07h08 Atualizado 05/12/2023
Viih Tube, de 23 anos de idade, não vai para a Farofa da Gkay deste ano. No entanto, a youtuber
foi lembrada num aviso pelos hotel onde é realizado o evento a respeito de seu recorde de beijos,
em 2023. No ano passado, ela compareceu grávida ao evento, ao lado de Eliezer. Eles são pais
de Lua di Felice, de sete meses. "Se liga, meu povo! 37, 47... com consentimento, dá até para
bater o recorde da Viih Tube", diz o aviso.
Clique aqui para ter a Quem no seu WhatsApp!
Mudança de vida
Em seu Instagram, Viih fez uma reflexão sobre pokerstars requisitos minimos transformação de
vida após o casamento e a maternidade. "Estava pensando em como virei casada, mãe, com
outro estilo, sentido e propósito de vida, no nada, tão rápido. Como eu sou feliz hoje assim! Não
conhecia essa vida que tenho hoje. Um casamento é muito diferente de um namoro, a
maternidade... sempre quis ser mãe, mas não imaginava que ia ser tão perfeito", declarou.
"Minha vida era totalmente diferente. Os lugares a que gostava de ir, o que eu fazia no lazer,
como eu via a vida, meu tempo de qualidade... o casamento e a maternidade me tornaram
mulher. Eu já era grandinha, mas era uma menina, uma adolescente na minha cabeça. Saí de
menina para mulher! Não consigo me imaginar na mulher que eu era antes", comparou. Que
loucura!", completou.
"Não via o brilho nos olhos [dele pela adoção], como eu via com ele combinando com o amigo de
comprar um carro", afirmou a apresentadora ao falar sobre o ex-marido
A apresentadora abriu, em trend das redes sociais, uma série de informações sobre si, incluindo
uma fobia — a de “gente chata e mentirosa”
Se aventurando sozinho pelo Nepal, o apresentador compartilhou que não conseguiu aguentar de
saudade de Priscila Castello Branco
Dançarina perdeu toda a cerimônia, mas conseguiu aproveitar a festa
A influenciadora de 27 anos é mãe de Davi, Henri e Beni; Davi pesa 20 kg, Henri 19 kg e Beni 9
kg
Parte do elenco do filme de Zack Snyder, 'Rebel Moon, o ex-cantor revoltou os fãs de RBD ao
fazer referência à banda, mesmo sem nunca ter tido a intenção de se juntar ao reencontro
Atriz disse que não frustraria as expectativas do público



A cantora e ex-BBB brasileira e o astro hollywoodiano foram {img}grafados em clima quente, na
madrugada desta terça-feira (5)
Atriz acaba de passar uma temporada na Bahia, onde aproveitou as folgas das filmagens de
Missão Porto Seguro para conhecer as belezas locais
© 1996 - 2023. Todos direitos reservados a Editora Globo S/A. Este material não pode ser
publicado, transmitido por broadcast, reescrito ou redistribuído sem autorização.  
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